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B R A N D O N  S H I M O D A
 B l i n d  C h i l d r e n

What is the first thing you remember?
Kicking my sister
My father hitting me with sticks
Lying next to my mother
Being hit, I can feel it
When I remember
Mother saying, But he’s a miracle, when
The doctor said, He has 48 hours
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B R A N D O N  S H I M O D A
 D e s e r t  P o e m s

I have some artwork I want to sell
Paintings, I’ve been making some real nice paintings
I want to sell them to my sister
She’s the one with all the money
She’s got all the money

Last time I was in town, my sister wouldn’t see me
Her husband came down, and said, I said
Hey man, how’s it going?

Maybe she’ll buy some paintings for her house
She’s got an $8,000 chandelier in one room
And a $12,000 chandelier in the other room

That’s $20,000
Just to see what you’re looking at
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B R A N D O N  S H I M O D A
 H o l y  W e e k

Paper flowers
Beat against 
The pediment of a church

In the wind, see heads penetrate
Like flood flowers overhearing obese people singing against the curtains

Beneath NO REPRODUCTION

ONE FACE
Gentile profusion

Clown face with deer head
Deer head with braided faucet hair
Braiding back and forth the garbage dust
Flowers delight above obese people in sleeping bags
Moth cocoons around ankles, deer hooves around waists

Masks remind us, independence is inherently sad
To be mourned as much as celebrated
Beans and loaves, fried hands and skull feathers
Shrunken vixen faces receding starlet faces
Black diamond heads and carpet beards
Huntsmen faces and eagle faces
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R O B E R T  L U N D A Y
 G n o m e :  E x c e r p t s

Kouroi step forward and their smiles are votive candles.

How much is lived between the words? What we need to see hides in the 
blind spots. The more we close our eyes, the more our faces open. Contours 
ripple to a point of disappearance.

Whites of the eyes enhance gaze signals. Eyebrows exaggerate expression. 
A person forms an X between here and there: spirit crisscrossing over body, 
left dying right.
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Expression‘s the flight of the face, seeking its lost transparency: a slow 
decay, particle by particle, the coin rounding toward its gleam.

A band shell, my face rising from the darkness. I’m in a park, in a city where I 
haven’t lived in years. It’s all somewhere inside my face: as I enter the green, 
the shadow and tree line, everything is screened on my forehead, cheeks, 
eyelids—all the face as if inverted, capturing, receiving. But the surface forms 
a knot, on closer look: face-lines stitching between is and ought.

The face a wish, wished backwards. Faces smiling themselves toward birth, 
every event a face on time. Death-, birth-faces fill the world; then deflations, 
decrescendos, the sun at noon, seeming not to move.
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We give faces to each other to pay for spirit’s blankness. A third face surrounds 
us like an ocean. “To create a likeness meant for him to seek eternity in 
some given face, that part of eternity by which the face participated in the 
great life of eternal things. He made none which he did not lift a little from 
its place into the future; as we hold an object against the sky in order to see 
its form with greater clarity and simplicity.”1 Complete things, once they’re 
in the artist’s hands, become fragments, incomplete or abandoned works. 
Beauty demands a veil, as sand wants wind and wave.

1 Rainer Maria Rilke, Rodin
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A smile, fossil of unfallenness, caricatures heaven. Through its changes we 
create a veil of expectation. The theater of the body becomes the theatrum 
mundi. But there’s no surface, no boundary: only a projection of attitudes and 
expectancies. The stage disappears, the screen dissolves into its projections. 
At the psychological center of the world a moment of equilibrium coalesces 
between madness and sanity: a slightly shifting point of contact, all the 
comprehension we can muster, shared smile of recognition. Collectedness 
combines depth with surface, in perfect balance—no difference between 
inside, outside. 

Description provides a physiognomy, the indeterminacy of context, the 
face of which creates (as if screened before us) a complexion, holographic, 
surrounding, seeming to include us, though it might be miles or centuries 
away. It will always seem incomplete; but to give any sense of the imaginary, 
the ideal, it must remain so. We mistake our desire for order for a symptom 
of the real, though it’s death—or such is its goal.

If brass goes to sleep and wakes up a trumpet, it is not to blame; if wood wakes a 
violin…2 the transformation’s merely a shine of surfaces.

2 Arthur Rimbaud
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The wind might fill
With faces as with leaves 3

In prosopagnosia, a spectral blur studied like starlight: a character, a heart, 
assessed from data.

By my speaking, they will know me.

Shagreen, the rough skin, minute teeth around the jaw. Cousin to sharks, 
we’ve reduced its armor only to the teeth themselves: the chagrined grit, a 
smile with its ropes pulled taut. Teeth are an emotion, or the fossils of an 
ancient passion that the face, like coral, forms itself around: the brain’s first 
grip, manufacture of gist, bone of belief.

3 Wallace Stevens
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Expression harkens after shadow, what can be shown and not said. The 
emblem fits to language, shield-like, field work of the hulking presence of 
the warrior: meditation circled in time, expression in search of a face, silent 
parable.

Seven thousand and more expressions have been counted; perhaps as many 
as there are languages. Dialects of the tribe, articulations of the atlas. They 
fit the periphery, always there: echoes, palimpsests. In the face-world, we 
find not three hundred sixty degrees, but thousands. To live a good life is to 
attempt to travel them all, or at least find those that are yours.

Face as consciousness: sense, the temples, crown, grit of teeth, ears like 
gargoyles, wings of nose, flare of nostrils, keel of jaw, vase of the throat – 
a series of exchanges between inner and outer; tongue, to move language 
along on its conveyor belt.

“I can’t now remember another such smile, a smile tender and offering 
up its whole self.”4 A creature lives there, bird or butterfly, mink, mouse, 
homunculus—the poet entirely in her freedom, in the full menagerie of 
herself.

There’s no upside-down in a pure expression-world; no tribe of reversed 
expressions, where frowns are smiles. However, this universality wobbles: 
much dark matter, dark energy.

4 P. N. Knyazhnin on Alexander Blok
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Smiles are the first holograms, the part larger than the whole; prolonging 
perception, tightening the air between two faces.

Smiles rise from the voice, gathering openness within the room-self, the 
body of air around us when we greet or accept. Expression undoes the form, 
a de-materializing. Every depth was once a surface, though it might have 
been eons ago. Every mask was once a daemon between who we were and 
who we might have been, had our gravity with one been stronger than with 
another.

Faces meeting on a train (not the meeting of those behind the faces; that 
might come, or not): though they seem to be on the same train, when the 
experience becomes memory, the train splits into two, each train traveling 
at the speed of regret in opposite directions.
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The face came forward and we no longer looked forever at the gods, blossom-
up, but at the lay of the land, the field’s fan-tail from ourselves. We looked 
at God through the things of the world and through the backward reflections 
of our masks.

The mouth is the beginning, the prow of animals;5 but the face of the animal 
is in many directions, unfocused.6 The whole body of the animal contributes 
to its face, and the mind of the creature is celled from nose to claw.

Adam named the beasts, but the beasts give us our many faces, our totems 
and stars, the buttons on our sleep, the plait of seeing that makes the field 
come alive. Animals shape the past: a candelabrum upside-down in fountain-
reflection, a jewel-tree growing down from its single fruit. Something creases 
the shadows, furrows the sky, and you can be sure it’s a new and wild creature 
stepping back into its own world.

Darwin argued the continuity of expressive behaviors across species. That 
expressiveness composes a map of the larger family, and of the world of 
experiences that shaped us, long before we were we. In our expressions we 
extend ourselves from environment into time. Fear, alarm, joy, sadness, anger 
are the flow in that fused environment between creature and field. Herman 
Melville thought of the whale that its brow traded features with the wrinkled 
rock of Gibraltar, whereas Ahab trades expressions with a thunderclap.

5 Georges Bataille
6 Max Picard
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God created the swan to bring that one movement to perfection:7 perfection, a 
state peripheral to sadness. We’re still on the ark, in a menagerie of gestures 
and moods, of smiles and brow-birds, of warm-blooded notions and basking, 
reptilian regrets. A mare shoulders us over to the fence, a crane ferries the 
eyes down to the bottom of the well. My daydreams are all ferrets and crows. 
St. Gregory preached that Man comprehends all creatures in himself; but we 
find our own zoo or wilderness along the edges of a mirror.

In Chardin’s “The Ray,” the underside of this creature bears resemblance 
to a face. I see an oscillation between the true underside of the fish and 
the outside of a grisly face – a face that, if detachable, would be a denial of 
all surface. Expression would leak out of it like air from a balloon. Think 
of a mask as the pretense of removable face, a face with a certain crust-
existence, audacious fantasies.

In Heart of Darkness Marlow passes train cars and boilers discarded by the 
jungle wayside. Their lives expended make them animal, almost human. Then 
he observes the men in chains: machines of a sure and distant thought, lines 
on an otherwise vacant map. Further in, a dying man with a bit of worsted 
around his neck. The heaviest bond of all is a thread of fashion. Somewhere 
in Paris, Brussels, or London, a tailor is making chains. In the jungle, bones 
form themselves into train-tracks and factories.

7 Max Picard
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J E S S I C A  M O R E Y - C O L L I N S
 A s  H e  D r i v e s  M e  T h r o u g h  t h e  C o u n t r y

Tim raises two fingers at each passing car
in hopes of a wave back—   some reflected
seed of I see you, other    human. Fenestrated from the rest
of us—whatever that means.

  Water has dripped   for so long  
 against the rock, the rock  depresses,
 divots. I wrist pivot at       even the 
most wayfaring characters, their  blazed out stars
horn blaring stare-at-yous—tooths  loosen from the sky,

glitzting. Stakes rise, so    fall. 
I cull words and pile them, 
flash my hand at each stranger.  Continuous drips,

Tim’s small affirmations—  conduits forge
granule by granule, form  channels for energy,
cognitive windfalls, little  mysteries writ in water: 

glimmers—hints   I’ve been heard. 
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J E S S I C A  M O R E Y - C O L L I N S
 T h e r e ’ s  N o  E x t r a c t i n g  F i g s 
 f r o m  T h i s t l e s

My glands produce 
 a few kinds of love: 

the beetle’s belled armor 
as I cup it in my palm
and hold it up for you; 

the dust on its beady face
you say is probably dung; 

the few seconds longer 
I venture to hold it, still; 

the snag of its spired feet
against my palm; 

the birdsong that rushes 
into my skull 
when I bend 
to let it crawl off
into the dry grass 
at the side of the road;

and then the jut of your hip when I look up
and follow your gaze to the thunderheads
 gathered at the horizon.
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M I R A N D A  M E L L I S
 H e r o e s

1.

I am winding around a river in scarves. I become a fish. I am an eel with 
a man’s head, swimming in an ancient tributary, over gemstones. I finally 
grow feet, legs, arms, hands and I climb to shore. I walk, naked, and as 
I walk I sing. As I sing, I grow clothing, the way that fish grow scales, or 
birds grow feathers. The clothing is swinging with me as I step out onto a 
trampoline. Slowly, I flip up into the air and am caught by strong arms … a 
tambourine floats into my hands. I float over a wedding ceremony, playing 
the tambourine. Nobody sees me but they hear the tambourine overhead. 
The people are getting married, they all kiss each other, they roll around in 
the grass and shout. A woman is shouting from a mountain, all her despair, 
she is ripping things apart, now a newspaper, now a car engine, behind her 
a thirty million shooting stars. The people walk up the mountain, carrying 
their light. They are singing, “One day … one day.”
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2.

Without meaning it, I find myself in your throat. Glitter floats out of your 
eyes, and we are sound. The tap dancers are putting out their libations, and 
the trumpeters have decided to devote themselves to everyone, universally, 
despite everything. Sister is wearing her green Forgiveness Cloak: it fits all 
sentient beings. In this sacred crossroads, the invaders look in the mirror, 
and they retreat, they march to the cemetery to undo their ancestor’s crimes. 
The invaders, on the backs of machines, their eyes and ears, mouths and 
lungs, full of thorns, are scratching. To be heroes is to give back everything, 
and to bow out. In this story, the land is restored. In this story, a mass of 
white faces are washing blood from their hands, blood from their money, 
and giving it all back, prostrate. They give up the one haranguing harp that 
had become their metaphysics, “What’s on the other side?” “How can I make 
it a possession?” Everything grew hard under that touch, hard and lifeless, 
not just bodies, but spirits became things to lay out on the altar of sale … no 
coin was old enough, no gold rare enough to buy back the wisdom they sold, 
for the sake of chains wrapped around muscles, to make a body a machine. 
“We’re nothing, and nothing will help us.”
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3.

The earthlings woke up and the sun was shining on their musical instruments, 
arrayed in readiness. They dressed up for the sun, on such days. In this way 
a holiday could not be planned for. Not even the weathermen could prepare 
for the sun. Simply, when the sun came out, it was a holiday and everything 
else was put aside. They dressed in their sun garments and went into it, 
moving along with it, living sundials. They became leaves, flowers, and 
birds, heliotropic. They swam in this light, climbed trees and towers to be 
closer to it. Painted, drew and sang the sun. All disputation and production 
was set aside for this universal love of the sun, shared and celebrated by 
all. “I remember standing by the wall”—they recounted their best holiday 
stories—“the sun shone over our heads. And we kissed.” One day was all that 
was needed—this one, that one, the one in which the sun shone down, the 
one sun, and all were turned towards it. No next day; no prior day. Just this 
day. They melted into the flagstones, the grasses, the sand, the sidewalks, 
wrapped in this warm season, for now, is the saying of the sun.
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4.

Sounds make shapes that limbs can trace, this is what we call dancing. What 
bodies do is, as if in water, they sway. They forego accusation and blame for 
the duration. When they are sung to, they know they are blessed. They get so 
blessed they go crazy. They can only handle so much blessing, so they start 
to run, and jump, to shake and throw their hands up. This is why the people 
love rain: because to be rained on is to remember about dancing and music. 
Often, you will see people in the world, and also in movies, dancing when 
the rain falls, or dancing to bring the rain. Once in a big schoolyard I danced 
with my best friend. She was twelve and I was thirteen. We sang in pouring 
rain and danced and flung our bodies around. The whole yard was empty, 
everyone was in class, but we couldn’t go inside, we had to be together in the 
rain. We sang-shouted, “LOVE! RAIN ON ME!” over and over, and it did, it did.
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5.

They fanned the hot animals, and bathed their feet. They brushed them and 
fed them. They whispered so as not to wake the sleeping ones. They nuzzled, 
rubbed and tickled the ears of the animals, who love, above all, to have their 
ears regarded with considerate, sweet fingers. Ears are pleasure universes. 
Music comes through the ears, and out of the mouth—the ears and the mouth 
are a couple. The ears are related to the feet, whose whorls and movements 
respect the messages that the ears convey. Whatever we hear, the world is 
saying. The distance also seems to listen. The distance can be imagined this 
way: wearing shoes, to stay out walking forever.
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6.

Count to seven: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7. Now who are you? Count to seventeen: 1 2 3 4 5 
6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 17. On the beat: now who are you? Up tempo: who are 
you? Early raptures, early cares. They cared for different things then, and 
some still do. Everyone cares at different phases and levels. The world is an 
old, old woman, and we are infants. We can’t imagine her death, we don’t 
even know ourselves separate from her. But she knows death, and has seen 
other planets die. She remembers when there was water on Mars. Do you 
think that rain, rivers, and oceans consider themselves separate nations, or 
old friends? Do you think that soil is a nation, and rocks? Are tree roots 
countries, with customs agents of sorts? What about air, our cosmological 
constant? Where would we be without you, air? Who can remember a time 
before breathing? Isn’t that called sleep, or death? When you are asleep, 
who are you? Three Gray Jays fling themselves into the next set of Cedar 
branches, which accommodate gravely (showing gravity). Oh, the laws of this 
place, so mysterious and specific. Three gray things, jays themselves.
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7.

What instrument is that? I’ve heard it before. How is it that you go from one 
word and sound to another? How do you keep time? What allows you to bend 
sound and yet keep time? What is time when it bends inside of a rhythm like 
that? When I am swimming, it is much like that, though I swim nowhere. 
When the rain falls, does it have a rhythm? How many flowers are opening 
at the same time any given moment? Yesterday a hard red flower, like vinyl, 
opened suddenly. It was as big as the face of a cat. In the center, a sapphire 
vault of pollen. How did it know when to open? For so long, it had been hard 
and closed, while behind it, a tower of foxgloves slowly opened, one flower at 
a time, like the windows of a building in the morning. Some of us are leaves, 
some of us are stems, and some of us are flowers, passionately exhorting. A 
flower is a mind, and also an ear.
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D A N I L O  J O H N  T H O M A S
 W h e r e  T h e s e  R i v e r s  S t a r t

Fast Joe, I was there the day you began to rain. We were walking home from 
track practice, a walk that led us down alleys filled with rusting garbage cans, 
dented and filled with dried weeds. Dry Town was a dusty dry town after 
all. The rain had not fallen there in years. The only plants that grew were 
vines covered in black thorns that crept with certainty over things. The vines 
stretched their thin sharp fingers towards the lids of the garbage cans. Our 
fathers tried to beat the vines back with their long knives, but could not stay 
ahead of that searching, sharp darkness. There, in the alley, The Rainmaker 
sat by one of the garbage cans. He was singing.

“Why do you sing so low, Rainmaker, when you wish to call the thunder?” 
you asked, Fast Joe. “It’s no surprise that rain never falls on Dry Town.”

Rainmaker pulled at his long black hair. An Eagle fell out of it, and it 
squawked and preened on the ground before flying off. 

“What do you know of making the thunder?” Rainmaker asked. “How 
would you draw the winds?” 

“I am Fast Joe,” you said. “I am the fastest. When I run the wind moves 
aside for me. If it can’t move quickly enough, it whistles through my hair. 
The thunder grumbles loudly, but my sonic burst is louder. Lightning cannot 
strike me. I can weave through raindrops.” 

All that you said was true. We had just taken the bus to a town far away 
from our dried out town for a track meet. You, Fast Joe, stepped slowly to 
the starting line so that everyone could see you crouch. Someone yelled 
go. You shot out, tearing holes in the track. Dirt flew from the site of your 
departure and fell down like rain. You ran so fast that we could not see you. 
The wind moved around you and you chased the clouds away. You won all of 
the ribbons.

Hearing your story, Rainmaker stood, covered from head to toe in tinkling 
silver bells. You mocked him, Fast Joe, and asked him why he could not make 
it rain when it was his only job. 

“Enough,” Rainmaker said. “I can see. You believe that you control the 
winds because they retreat from you. You believe the thunder grumbles at 
its own incompetence in your presence? Well, the thunder laughs in your 
face, Fast Joe, as I do. You do not dodge the lightning. The lightning has bad 
aim. It falls recklessly about the world, and has little concern for you. And, 
what’s more, to dodge the rain is folly, because you will never grow without 
it.” 

You only laughed, Fast Joe, and drew a line in the sand with a dried vine.
“Rainmaker,” you said, “if you are certain of this, let’s race all the way 
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around the world, starting and ending at this line.” You pointed to the mark 
you’d drawn in the alley. “If I win, you will give me the language of the rain, 
and I will be known as Wind Dodger.”

“And, when you lose?” the Rainmaker asked. He smiled wide, revealing 
his perfectly sinister teeth.

“If I lose, the punishment will be yours to give,” you said, Fast Joe. 
“Agreed,” said Rainmaker.
The race began. You, Fast Joe, you took off toward the East. Your feet 

beat the Wheat Flats. Tornadoes sprung up behind you. In the East Towns, 
you kicked up so much wind and ocean that the hurricane sirens blared 
all through the Sunny-wet Towns. You didn’t care. You believed you were 
winning, and ran faster. You ran through the Desert Towns, and great squalls 
of sand destroyed caravans and crushed the cities’ great stone walls. In the 
North Towns, great fields of ice melted as you passed, and flooded the Shore 
Towns. Still, there was no sign of Rainmaker, so you ran on to the Tiger 
Towns, where you were surprised to find the monsoons already happy in 
the rice paddies, and the rivers rising. In the Seal Towns, lightning struck all 
around you, and then, Fast Joe, you were worried. It was like Rainmaker had 
already been there, and when you crossed the finish line, back in the hot dry 
alley, you found out that you were right. Rainmaker had returned before you, 
and he danced in the dirty alley to honor his victory. 

Fast Joe, in disbelief you panted like a dog, and pounded the dirt with 
your fists until they hurt. 

“How did you win?” you asked. “It’s not fair. I am too fast. Too, too fast.”
Rainmaker shook his head and stopped dancing.
 “Joe, you are fast, but not in the way that you think,” Rainmaker said. 

“You are too fast to judge others, and you have judged me wrongly. When 
you ran across the oceans, I was already there. When the great dust clouds 
battered the walls in the deserts, I had been underground for years, swelling 
the monsoons in the grass, and sounding thunder across the world. You 
cannot beat me, Joe. I am in all places at all times. I finished the race before I 
even started it. I finished before we began.”

Fast Joe, you wept into your hands. You fell on your knees. You hugged 
the leg of Rainmaker.  

“What will my punishment be?” you asked. 
Rainmaker showed you his teeth again.
“Fast Joe,” Rainmaker said. “You have too much pride in your head. It will 

be replaced by the rain. See how it falls from your eyes.”
The first tear rolled down your cheek followed by another, then another, 

and another until the water poured off of your chin. The water kept coming, 
and it has never stopped. Now, here we are, Fast Joe, and Dry Town is no 
longer dry. A mighty river flows from your eyes, and we have planted gardens 
along its banks. The fruits are plentiful and bitter. 
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D A N I L O  J O H N  T H O M A S
 S e a n  W h i t t l e b e e

The trout wriggling on the end of Sean Whittlebee’s line was as large as 
any he had ever seen, and white as a lily pedal. He gawked, and then he 
measured, and then Sean Whittlebee placed the trout in his basket and went 
home for supper. In his kitchen, he unpacked his many knives. The sharp 
filet blade was the one he wanted. He removed the fish from the basket and 
stuck his knife into the fish’s jaw just behind the gills where he could give 
one tug and separate the fish’s meat from its entrails, but when the knife bit 
into the fish’s flesh, it began to wail.

“Why?” it screamed, and Sean Whittlebee dropped the fish. It flipped 
and flapped. 

Sean Whittlebee was startled, but seeing the fish open and close its 
mouth, and flounder in its fishy slime, Sean Whittlebee took heart, and 
spoke. 

“You are a fish,” Sean Whittlebee said. “And my dinner, too. I caught you 
in the river and you are mine.”

“Never,” the fish stated mildly, “will I be your dinner.”
The fish, having decided and stated firmly that it would not, in fact, 

be Sean Whittlebee’s dinner, just as decidedly transformed into a tall and 
shining woman. Her hair was silver, her skin pale even in the candlelight 
of Sean Whittlebee’s meager kitchen. A bead of blood trickled down from 
where Sean Whittlebee had stuck her in the neck with his filleting knife. 
Sean Whittlebee offered a towel, then hungry and confused, went off to bed. 

That night Sean Whittlebee pulled the blankets tight up to his chest and 
wondered what the woman had been doing in the fish in the river, wondered 
what curse had befallen the woman inside the fish, and when, and for whom. 
Before long Sean Whittlebee was fantasizing about failed knights and 
womanly sacrifices. She must have, Sean Whittlbee thought, exchanged her 
own life for that of some vanquished knight at the foot of some fierce necromancer, 
where eternity as a fish was the cruel punishment for their righteous love. Sean 
Whittlebee slept well and dreamed heroic dreams.

In the morning, somewhat tremulously, Sean Whittlebee grabbed his 
fishing tackle as he did every morning after rising, and set it by the door. 
He cut two slices from the loaf on the weathered counter, dipped the bread 
in wine, and wrapped them in a cloth, ever glancing to the corner where the 
fish-woman watched him with an amused air, as if it were familiar in some 
sense, this nervous lunch packing. Her hands reached out to him. 

“I have no name,” the nameless she-fish said.
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“My name is Sean Whittlebee,” Sean Whittlebee said.
“You are going to the river,” the she-fish said
“Do you want to come?” Sean Whittlebee asked.
The day passed pleasantly enough. The birds sang and there were 

hoppers in the grass for the birds to eat. A mild breeze rolled in the trees and 
the grasses, and Sean Whittlebee sat on his fishing stump near the deepest 
pool in the river, where he always sat when he was fishing. However, for the 
first time in a great while, the fish did not bite, even as the woman looked on 
in anxiousness, leaning forward, her jaw set, every time Sean Whittlebee’s 
hook, armed with the biggest of the hoppers he had caught, snagged on a 
submerged root. After that, for days that turned into months, the fish did not 
bite, and Sean Whittlebee, starving, grew thin and frail, his skin turned hard 
around his bones.

“Fishlove,” as Sean Whittlebee was wont to call the woman, “you are 
very bad luck. I am going to starve to death. I will have to throw you back, or 
eat you, I fear.”

“One more day,” she said. “You will catch a fish tomorrow, or I will be 
gone, one way or another.”

And so they returned to the river.
That day he got a few bites and near the end, Sean Whittlebee caught a 

small wounded fish. Teeth had torn the flesh in its back. Sean Whittlebee 
reeled in, and had not known the guppy was even hooked until Fishlove flew 
past him and gently removed the minnow from the hook. The fish’s lip bled 
and the pain of it turned the bitten minnow into a small boy with a crooked 
limb.

“My boy,” Fishlove cried. Sean Whittlebee took them home.
Sean Whittlebee had caught himself a family, and Fishlove acted 

everyday more helpful. She split wood, made the beds, turned out the linen, 
shooed away the multitudes of cats that had started to linger outside Sean 
Whittlebee’s meager kitchen window. She even started to wear aprons. Her 
sprightly son, who liked fishing almost as much as Sean Whittlebee himself, 
gave the fish specific names and liked to taunt them before slowly gutting 
them. The boy did not have this down yet, and often ruined the fish before 
throwing the flesh into the fire before which he played games with sticks. 
Sean, though hungry, often thanked the world for his gifts, and when Fishlove 
started to sleep in his bed Sean Whittlebee made a fine trundle for the boy. 

Sean Whittlebee came to love very deeply his family, but he was so 
hungry. Sean Whittlebee grew steadily thinner, steadily smaller, and his 
pants were too big to wear without a rope tied about his waist, the legs rolled 
up in fat curls. At meals, Sean Whittlebee gagged at the kitchen table when 
the rest of his family sat down to their plateful of hoppers. He found himself 
sitting outside the back door at these times, idly chewing handfuls of grass, 
spitting juice into the dirt and rubbing his hands together.

One night, Sean Whittlebee, ragged and scrawny, almost choked on a 
splinter he was gnawing. Suddenly aware that he had been mulching sod for 
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some time now, he finally said, “My family, I am starving. Look how thin and 
black my arms and legs.” And, they were thin and black. His face had wasted 
away around a jawbone that seemed to have doubled in size. The flesh was 
drawn tight and thin. Brown juices flew as he spoke. Sean Whittlebee reeled, 
mad with hunger.

“My family,” Sean Whittlebee moaned. “You are fine, but unlucky.”
He took the axe and heaved it above his head with frail arms. He cast 

his harrowed eyes upon Fishlove and the boy where they sat at the dinner 
table. The hunger told Sean Whittlebee to strike, but he could not bring the 
axe down upon their heads. He imagined their fishy faces gasping for air, 
separated from their pale wriggling bodies, and the thought hardened him 
against his pain. Sean Whittlebee dropped the axe and wept, in shame, for 
forgiveness. Fishlove and the boy gave it to him. They stroked his brow, and 
Sean Whittlebee hardened further. He shrank smaller. Then he was naught 
but a singing hopper on the table of his meager kitchen, healthy as far as 
hoppers go. His family did not eat him then, but took him up, poked holes 
in the tin lid of a pickle jar and placed Sean Whittlebee inside. They filled 
the jar with fresh green grass and a stick, and then Fishlove and the boy set 
the jar on Sean Whittlebee’s old fishing stump, near the deepest pool in the 
whole river.
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D A N I L O  J O H N  T H O M A S
 T h e  S k y  I s  a  O n e - w a y  M i r r o r

The North was of water. The South was of fire. Both kingdoms were for war. 
They met on a field of battle. The southern army bore ebony and ivory, and 
bore a forest of spears. Their elephants bellowed, crazed and stampeding. 
King Jukun, the king of the north, saw how the light played on the southern 
shields, and he looked at his own fabled hoard, the pounded copper of their 
helms, the stiffness of their leather jerkins, the swiftness and hunger of the 
wolves. The sun lit upon them all, shining brightest as it vanished beyond 
the ocean.

King Bornu, king of the south, raised his hand to the sky and the sky 
brought flame. The men of the North were afraid. Many men died. King Jukun 
pointed to the same sky and brought ice to quench the flames. Many men 
died.

The kings saw that they were evenly matched. They marched forward 
with flags of treatise.

“By the Sky, we shall become great friends, you and I,” said King Jukun.
“Yes, by the Sky, there will be peace,” said King Bornu. 
For a time there was peace, but both kingdoms were for war. 
King Bornu sent a burning ember to King Jukun wrapped in moss and 

bound in the green bark of an ash tree. King Jukun sent the extinguished 
ember back at the bottom of a sealed jar of water. 

The gates opened for war. The kings rode out, but their men did not 
follow. The Northmen and Southmen did not obey. They would not wear 
their armor. The steel wanted honing in the forge. The horses were overfed. 
The soldier’s wives were staid, and did not wail in the streets. Instead of 
drumming, the Northmen and the Southmen stood, their mouths unhinged, 
their fingers pointing to the horrible sky.
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K I M  K Y U N G  J U  ( T R A N S L A T E D  B Y  J A K E  L E V I N E ) 
 H e a r  t h e  M a c k e r e l  C r y

In a deep place grown flesh is filled to the brim.

If you see the mackerel grill, at first, the mackerel’s lips burst. Ahhhh . . . and 
pop. Sprinkling from the mouth, black fictions flow freely. Like the one bullet 
in a thousand that weeps in the flame, the ocean pours slowly from the body. 
On fire, the spine bulges. The spine melts.

We sit around the purple piece of fish we sliced, and that is what we eat. 
Nothing spared. Not even a bone. After all is cleared, the smell of fish hugs 
our lips and we fall asleep. Near the sheets I lay my head. Outside the sheets 
purple lips begin to smack.

While striking the floor with her fin, Mom straightens her spine. Mom, please 
stop dribbling. I can’t close my eyes when I think of your spit. Turning on 
your side, purple bedsores pop. Mom, all the more strange, after the tongue 
sank it won’t come back. While I sprinkle Mom’s body with water, the tongue 
finds a word that had a swim through the heart. When life shows me its tail, 
I cut the body off. 

Sunk into the deep, Mom quietly spits purple air. The mackerel is weeping.
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K I M  K Y U N G  J U  ( T R A N S L A T E D  B Y  J A K E  L E V I N E ) 
 E v e n  N o w  M o m  W e a r s
 H e r  F l o w e r  P a t t e r n  U n d e r w e a r

I went down to my hometown
and while hanging laundry I discovered the truth—
even now, Mom wears her flower pattern underwear.
Snow falls in the market on the cart
where as a kid I stood next to Mom
juridiciously selecting our family’s underwear.
Like a gigantic ass, the sky unfurled, and into it
the voice burnt in the megaphone selling panties flew away.
Inside the sky Mom tried to rub a pair of clouds
from the panties onto her cheek.
The fingers reddened the lining of the flowers into a blur
of the girl my mother still wants to be.
Today that disappeared pattern rouged my face.
As Mom proved in her time, life is lived moment by moment
by putting on panties and beginning again.
No matter how many people touch them
the panties stay fresh.
Despite all the touching
the flowers never rot.
The snowflakes burst from eyes get close    
to the panties blooming one by one on the line
and blur their flowers.
From the inside of wrinkled buds, drip drip, water spills.
A pair of shy, old panties inside the drawer— 
their whole life spent beside snowball sized mothballs
and sunlight, fresh, rare and clean, cozily coagulating
with the smell of flesh turned blue.
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K I M  K Y U N G  J U  ( T R A N S L A T E D  B Y  J A K E  L E V I N E ) 
 D r e a m e r

If a bird bites the hair off someone and flies away
at night, that person dreams of flying.

     —from Natural History, a book of 
classic Chinese literature 

T o  c u t  m y  l o n g  h a i r
To cut my long hair I leave at night. I jot down in my notebook “there is 

no place to cut my hair at night.” So I want to talk about the slow life of the 
Green Papua snail that lives in the Bismarck Archipelago. Like clouds that 
float like bubbles of beer, the night is bewitched by its origins. Life flows 
here from faraway. It wasn’t the thunder squeezed from the sky thousands 
of years ago, but the darkest eye of a tree in the forest that came to visit me. 

T h e  p l a c e  w h e r e  t h e  b e e r  w a s  a m b u s h e d
In order to buy beer, we ambushed the room. Like guerillas we laughed. 

Like guerillas we bled from the nose. However, like guerillas at the site of an 
ambush, because we couldn’t die, we rose to buy beer. Someone said in front 
of the window, “I wish to be absolved from the charge of life.” 

Because we should be talking about “the story of biting lips,” a guy 
wearing black wayfarers folded black paper cranes and placed them on the 
table. To save the music from sinking inside its own soul, while shivering a 
little like firewood, again we begin this blue and soggy song. Somewhere in 
the middle there is “an island we have never been to” that flew toward music. 
Also, hanging on a Korean persimmon tree like the Chili of some Chilean 
guy, was a blue ankle. A young man with the lips of a snail secretly hugged 
the statue of a girl reading a book and took her to his house.

F r o m  t h e  w a t e r ,  a  s t r i n g  o f  h a i r  t h a t  w a s  p u l l e d  o u t
Dudes, yer all on the same team. For sure, you guys chat it up every night. 

Are you looking for the basin where you last washed her hair? I’m sorry to 
tell you, this is not that joint. Just take a peep in the mirror. Look kid, you’ve 
got your cigarette in your mouth the wrong way. “Sometimes on vacation, 
when yer all alone, you’ve got to flip the cross sideways on the wall. You’ve 
got to sharpen the lonely knife.” You guys are really all the same. Because 
the mouths of the birds in my cage don’t squawk, again, you’ll be here all 
night.
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T h e  l a s t  p u f f  o f  t h e  l i m e  g r e e n  c i g a r e t t e
Inevitably I love you today. Because there is no one I love. Today I love 

you. Because of you, because my eyes are reproducing, inevitably today I 
love you. Today, inevitably since it’s you that I love, behind me a dreadful 
silence will appear. And yet, I love you. So today is inevitable. Inevitably, 
today since I love you, maybe my soul will be punished, and yet I dream of 
an impossible soul like a priest who can’t bury the body because he loves 
the corpse. Because I’m haunted by an apparition, I have no one to love, so 
inevitably I love you today. Today the wind that has been alive for thousands 
of years grabs a strand of my hair and flies far away. However, there is no one 
I love so, inevitably, today I love you.

From all of this, from the end of the lime green cigarette, smoke.

T h e  d i v e r  w i t h  a  g u i t a r  s l u n g  o n  h i s  b a c k
In order to get courage, from the window I quietly move toward my bed. 

“It’s raining, but if you are wandering beside the window, then you are making 
love,” is what I wrote down one time in my notebook. I was scared once 
sooooooooooooooo my mouth became majorly twisted. I mean, do I really 
need to leave the house to cut my hair? Even though the wind is blowing like 
archaeopteryx, first bird known to man, ca-caw ca-caw, on the floor I spread 
my wings. I type. The divers in the middle of the river, with their guitars 
slung over their shoulders, begin to shout their songs again. The smell of 
music like bubbles rising to the surface of the river. Without exception. On 
days like today, it doesn’t matter where the beaks of birds pick up strings of 
hair—it’s only over my head where they lay.
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J E F F  A L E S S A N D R E L L I
 T h e  P h y s i c a l  I m p o s s i b i l i t y  o f  D e a t h 
 i n  t h e  M i n d  o f  S o m e o n e  L i v i n g ;  o r ,   
 S e l f i e

When asked what he would save
If his house was on fire
John Cocteau replied, “The fire.”
A convicted arsonist,
The work that Cocteau admired
Was of the variety that revealed itself immediately
And then changed such a reveal
Over time.
Fire’s hot, burns things.
Each flame understands
An illusory world
Where everything is
That’s the case
And nothing is
Ever hidden.
Conjecture is confusing:
How the thought of what might have happened
Rapidly exhausts the life
It once sought to explain.
Pestered as to why he would save something
As unwieldy as smoke,
As gauche and obvious as heat,
Cocteau gently explained,
“Shut up.”
Responding to a shirtless selfie
Sent by his old boyfriend,
His new ex-fuck buddy,
Shut up! reads the text of a message
Daryl sends while idling in rush hour traffic.
!!? is Sean’s immediate response.
Both men know that
Every successful selfie reveals
Not its subject but its subject’s
Moods and desires.
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I want to fuck you read
The serrated pixels
Of Sean’s bare torso.
I want to be fucked
Allows Daryl’s flat
Un-response response.
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R O B E R T  D U N C A N  G R A Y
 T h e  R h o d o d e n d r o n
 a n d  C a m e l l i a  Y e a r  B o o k  ( 1 9 6 6 )

—for Richard and Frances Chiem

1

We need
More men like Richard
Sons, brothers, uncles and
Fathers like Richard

We need
More women like Richard
Daughters, sisters, aunts and
Mothers like Richard

We need
More poets like Richard
Poems like Richard
Books like Richard

We need
More metaphors like Richard
We need
More architects like Richard 

To build sustainable and affordable housing like Richard
Bungalows
Churches
Mosques 

Tenement buildings  
Skyscrapers
Synagogues and 
Supermarkets like Richard 
 
We need
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More rooms with high ceilings like Richard
We need
More furniture like Richard

Tables
Chairs
Beds
Bedside tables 

Lamps
Carpets
Houseplants
Clocks 

Candles
Doors
Windows
French windows like Richard

We need
More chandeliers like Richard
We need
More chefs like Richard
 
To prepare more meals like Richard
Appetizers
Desserts
Six courses 
 
Seven courses
Fuck it! Eight courses
Cocktails
Wine 
 
Beer
Complimentary glasses of water
Tea
Coffee 

Pie
Bread
Butter
Cheese like Richard
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We need
More pizza like Richard
We need
More bourbon like Richard

We need
More flora and fauna like Richard
Peach orchards
Orchid blossoms 
 
Vineyards
Horses
Antelope
Elephants 
 
Oceans
Algae
Shellfish
Krakens 
 
Killer whales
Hammerhead sharks
Jelly Gold 
and Starfish like Richard
 
We need
More gardens like Richard with
Angelica
Tulips

Turnips
Monarch butterflies
Hummingbirds
Dragonflies

Bluebottles
Mosquitoes
Wasps
Earthworms

Snails and slugs like Richard
We need
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More cats like Richard
We Need More Cats

2

On the eleventh of October
Twenty fourteen
We were gathered to witness
Richard and Frances

Become a bouquet
The room was full of love
And we were all like Richard
And Richard was like Frances

So we were all like Frances
We danced like Richard
To music like Frances
Into the night like Richard
 
On Monday morning
I held hands with David
As we walked past a mirror
And I saw myself as Richard

Holdings hands with David as Richard
All four of us smiling Frances’ smile
I saw a book
The Rhododendron and Camellia

Year Book (1966)
A novel length list of  
blooms
No pictures

Are two flowers a bouquet?
I think so 
And somewhere in Seattle 
Richard and Frances
 
Perhaps eating breakfast
Two blooms all elbows
On the kitchen table kissing
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R O B  W A L S H
 A f t e r  B r i d g e p o r t

It was a big suitcase, I reported honestly, and a big staircase, but there was 
still no reason for anyone’s heart to feel the blow each time those little 
wheels hit the steps. It didn’t mean she was leaving me, despite what you 
might have found online. The suitcase was common blue, it was a bright fall 
morning, and anyone who thinks I tried to hide those facts can check the 
police reports. 

‘Haul that, will you,’ I recalled her saying when they interviewed me. ‘Out 
to my car. There is nothing fragile inside, but proceed as if there were.’ 

That was what Irene said first, and I put my hand on her arm—not hard 
enough to bruise despite what you may have found on the blogs or wherever—
and told her I just needed to know where she was going. 

‘Haven’t you figured it out? I’m off to a Nurse’s Retreat.’ She looked up 
from the phone and added sharply, ‘Where else would I be going?’

I felt relieved when Irene said that, but on the other hand I did not know 
exactly what a Nurse’s Retreat was.

‘You’re probably too busy to drive me.’ 
That means I’m supposed to drive her. Fine. I remember kind of smiling, 

kind of nodding my head. Nothing out of the ordinary, just kind of smiling 
like I always do when something is too small an inconvenience to get worked 
up about. She almost touched me then, a kind of thank-you touch. But at the 
last moment—I told this to the police—she decided to steer that hand into her 
purse to rifle for ordinary lady stuff. 

 ‘You are wondering where,’ she said while looking through the purse, 
‘where this so-called retreat of mine is. You are not a what-man. You are 
a where-man.’ Actually, I was wondering both where and when, but I didn’t 
correct her. Did I think that this behavior was strange, that something else 
might have been on her mind . . . an interference? That’s what I reported. 
Unknown interferences. She’d never mentioned what-men and where-men 
before. It didn’t sound like her.

‘So where are we headed,’ I said breathlessly. There was something else 
going on now, a bit more than kissing, but I’m not the sort to boast about 
it afterward. As you can see, I did nothing to sensationalize the episode—I 
didn’t even frame it properly. That’s one reason Irene has stuck with me so 
long, a kind of class. If necessary, you can think about two levels up from 
kissing, but with all our clothes still on. If I have got time later I’ll try to 
describe the noises she made. Before long she put her hand on the side of 
my face; her hand was wet. 

‘Bridgeport.’
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With so much scenery racing past the car, I was trying to think of reasons 
why anyone would go to Bridgeport. I mean, voluntarily. We understand 
now—the details are all over the blogs or whatever—but back then we didn’t. 
So I kept thinking about and mentioning the prison. 

‘All major towns,’ Irene pointed out, ‘have got their own prisons. That is 
called being self-reliant. Our own little town, bless its heart, could stand to 
be a little more self-reliant.’ 

Without letting me interrupt, she talked about all the nice things 
Bridgeport has to offer. Shores, rotundas, theme parks, fragrant cinnamon 
rolls, convention centers. She reminded me that all the best hotels are in 
Bridgeport. If you are in the mood for pampering, she read from a brochure 
produced conveniently from her purse, then head on over to Bridgeport. 
‘Elegant new hotels,’ Irene read, ‘perch high along Bridgeport’s celebrated 
cliffs, where until now only birds and angels have dared to tread.’

I asked her why a Nurse’s Retreat there, and not here in our own faithful 
town?

‘Such a where-man.’ She gripped and rubbed my upper leg nurse-style, 
as much to show her feelings as to stimulate healthy circulation. ‘Many 
reasons,’ she said. ‘There are a litany of advantages to Bridgeport.’ 

As I’ve maintained, I found that strange. Litany? I told the cops. Who says 
litany? No one that Irene and I knew. 

By then I was too skeptical to do much more than keep my eyes on the 
road, struggling—with her hand steadily doing what it was doing, something 
I won’t mention in case any kids are reading this—struggling to breathe the 
same way I usually do, wondering why she was so handsy and desperate.  

‘Bridgeport,’ she offered later, ‘is very different from the hospital where 
I spend eighteen-plus hours some days. There is no place more different, 
to my knowledge, than Bridgeport. Hospitals are about improving health. In 
Bridgeport people are encouraged to squander their health.’

I was going to say something here but she was on a roll, I reported, and 
when I reported the roll she was on they reminded me of tax accountants in 
how they wrote everything down and stared at their pads, looking at the pads 
and not me.

‘The alcohol does not stop flowing,’ she went on merrily. ‘Sleeping is 
frowned upon. And who knows what all those half-dressed dancers are 
capable of transmitting.’

Even nurses need a break sometimes. It makes sense. I get it. Still a bit 
concerned, though, I asked her about all the outsiders in Bridgeport, how 
everywhere she turns an outsider will be skulking?

‘We nurses will stay in packs,’ she assured me. 
Some say too many unsolved crimes are pinned conveniently on 

‘outsiders’ and that I’m trying to plant a seed of doubt by mentioning them. 
If that were the case, why would I quickly jump off that subject and mention 
Irene moving her hand to my cock? I couldn’t believe she was doing this 
in a moving vehicle, but if you’re looking to get off, then you’re going to 
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be disappointed. I’m not comfortable with the idea of people getting off to 
Irene—considering what happened to her in Bridgeport. 

When the ocean came into view, much shinier than I remembered it, 
we decided to park at the overlook. Like the others against the guiderail, 
we looked around and struggled for a while, like the others were struggling, 
to describe what we saw. It is hard to talk about something as endless and 
changeable as the sea. 

Soon we came upon the BOARDWALK sign blinking red above the smaller 
WELCOME sign littered with those reflective decals with touristy sayings on 
them, like, ‘Be someone else for a day!’

Why do I mention that one saying, specifically, the police asked me, 
which might imply I acted out of character and did something I now regret? 
As it happened, I skipped the question—they can’t make you answer. I 
didn’t want to waste time on it. Instead I described the young lady. She was 
motioning for Irene to roll her window down. She was raising herself up on 
her toes, this already tall blonde, and in that pose we could see more of 
her round suntanned shoulders and a nice helping of what’s between them. 
Grinning, biggest teeth we’d seen all year, she started her salespitch, but 
Irene’s window was still up and we were not making eye-contact with the 
young lady anymore. 

‘Did you make eye-contact?’ Irene asked me. 
I shook my head. Yeah, I lied. That was my first lie of the day. When I lie, 

I admit it. You should know that about me.  
‘Good, good,’ her voice trailed off. 
I explained to her how those cheap sunglasses they were selling are 

made of a kind of sub-plastic, the stuff that makes enormous black clouds 
when you attempt to burn it. Irene checked again to make sure her door was 
locked. The excitement of the boardwalk, so soon after the quietude of the 
faraway sea . . . I think it caught her unready. She was put further on edge by 
the man who walked by with his shirt off. In our town, if an old fellow like 
him paraded down Main Street with his shirt off to display his neat lawn 
of chesthair, then he’d be ticketed. Bottom line. He would know, of course, 
not to do it in the first place, because our town is proactive against such 
displays, but out here on the Bridgeport boardwalk even men his age are 
encouraged to go topless. 

‘He—and his barechested ilk—must be in some pain,’ murmured Irene, 
ever the nurse. 

‘You do not understand Bridgeport,’ I said with a laugh. ‘You are acting 
like you’ve never been here before.’

‘I haven’t.’
Now that was surprising. I didn’t know that. I, for one, had been here 

many times with another lady. 
‘The other nurses,’ Irene said, ‘and these brochures—they portrayed it all 

so differently.’ 
I told Irene not to worry. I said I would get her some sunglasses. That 
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way, one barrier up, at least—
‘You’re going to pay the mark-up?’  
We used to come down here nearly every weekend, me and that other 

lady. The large crowds constantly rippling into one another, the threat of 
being swallowed—I didn’t exactly miss it, but I kind of wanted to feel it again. 
So I came back with sunglasses, wide-brimmed hats, two drinks, a carton of 
fried lunch, and some key chains. It was about five-thirty when we arrived at 
the hotel. 

The nurses were waiting in the lobby, and pretty soon one of them lobbed 
me a question about the attire and conduct expected at the pool. 

‘First thing is, you’ll want to go in pairs. Larger packs are even better. 
Always have one poolside to keep watch. That is called your designated—’ 

A hand suddenly rested on my shoulder. ‘A designated lookout,’ said 
the hand’s owner. ‘A trusty poolside watcher. Yes, I do admit, that used to 
be an unwritten rule.’ His uniform was color-schemed with the hotel lobby. 
‘But what I need to inform you young gals is that in recent years this hotel 
has undergone various changes and improvements designed to be more 
conducive to cutting-loose, organically speaking.’ 

The hand was as limp and as forgotten as a spent towel, and I’ve never 
before had another man rest his hand on me and then lose track of it. ‘Not 
only is it the largest indoor pool in Bridgeport,’ he continued—RAMONE, if 
you trust the nametag, ‘and not only is it staffed by cabana technicians from 
across three exotic races, but we now have the largest number of surrounding 
hot tubs. The pool is open twenty-four hours. There is an area where children 
can go, and an area where children cannot under any circumstances go.’

Ramone’s fake smile didn’t look fake at all—you know the kind of guy I 
mean? Anyway, we don’t know who he really was; all these years have passed 
but all we know for sure is that he didn’t actually work there. 

‘I do admit,’ he went on with regretful enthusiasm, ‘there have been a few 
prior incidents, but where haven’t there been incidents? There were and are 
countless incidents going on at various sites all across the world. No single 
location is without incident.’ 

That was when Irene—she was making a calculated survey of the group of 
nurses behind her, and because she was standing in the front, you could call 
her the leader—asked for Ramone’s assurance that the pool was safe, clean, 
and respectable. 

‘Well, no. But at the same time, absolutely,’ he said, reinforcing his smile, 
nodding hard. ‘Absolutely.’

‘And the question of poolside attire?’ Irene said.  
‘That is a very common question. I answer it at least twenty, thirty times 

a day.’ He shifted his attention from nurse to nurse so they could register 
how patient he was. ‘More times in the winter, as everyone is herded to the 
indoor pool. All the ladies, naturally, are wondering how much to display.’ 
Irene told him to get to the point—like me she knew something was a bit 
off with Ramone. ‘It really depends,’ he said. ‘You have probably heard the 
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saying, Don’t bet more than you can afford to lose. I would say that the same 
holds true for the amount of flesh that a lady displays at our post-luxury 
pool, organically deluxe in the sense that you can now schedule your drink 
orders ahead of time and, if you prefer, indefinitely, staggering them at 
twenty- or thirty-minute intervals.’

The other nurses, caught up in the excitement, didn’t hear him as clearly 
as Irene did. She was pinching me on the leg. That kind of pinching means, 
Danger. Nobody remembers that, nobody corroborates the secret signal, 
which is when I sat back and laughed at the detectives and told them to think 
about what they were saying, because it wouldn’t be a secret signal if others 
could see and corroborate it. 

‘Do understand,’ Ramone continued nervously, ‘that the gift shop offers 
suits emblazoned with the hotel name, and when in doubt, one can just pick 
up one of those. That will eliminate any unwanted risk.’

Across the lobby, a pair of terribly fit older women—at that age I don’t 
know if you can say good shape but they obviously worked out like there 
was no tomorrow—had cornered a teenage male near those slot-vending 
machines, I don’t know if you can find them outside of Bridgeport, but the 
kind where you sometimes win multiple sodas? 

‘No pool in Bridgeport has more square-footage,’ I heard someone saying 
in the background, the words fading a little more each day, blogs constantly 
twisting them around, ‘nor as many sheltered recesses. It is a place where 
wondrous and unplanned fantasies come to life . . .’ 

You probably know that’s the last spot anybody saw Irene. The same 
spot Irene and I made The Promise, the working title of Kelly Sternhall’s book 
about it.  

‘You return every year at the date and time you were supposed to pick up 
Irene,’ Sternhall asked. 

We’re in my house now. At first I was not thrilled about her, Kelly 
Sternhall, doing a book, but if anybody was going to write about what 
happened to Irene, well . . . I guess you can’t get much better than Sternhall. 
She’s a bestseller. It’s like dying, is the way I think about it. Nobody wants to 
put their loved one in a coffin, but if you have to? Then you want to put them 
in the best coffin. Since we don’t have Irene’s body maybe Kelly Sternhall 
is the finest coffin we’re going to get. ‘Every year—same time, same place,’ I 
told her. 

Mandy was holding my hand during the interview, and without Mandy I 
probably wouldn’t have been able to get through it. ‘I made that promise to 
Irene,’ I went on. ‘I keep my promises. I go back to that hotel every year.’    

Kelly Sternhall wanted us to walk her through the house and point out 
anything that had once belonged to Irene, but there wasn’t much left. Mainly 
the old set of pots, since Mandy isn’t much of a cook. These days we rely on 
take-out, I was explaining to Sternhall, you can do it all online, but the writer 
was convinced there was something else, something I was forgetting, a core 
element in the house that still belonged to Irene.
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‘The house itself?’ I said.
‘That is something this project will have to address,’ Sternhall said. 

‘Considering how you are sometimes viewed—how you are both viewed,’ she 
included Mandy in the gesture. ‘We’ll have to define the house as an asset, 
one you may or may not be entitled to.’ 

Sternhall grimaced and looked toward her pad, where she crossed 
something out and tapped the eraser-end a couple times. ‘We’ll come back 
to that. Let’s go through the upstairs.’

‘The bed,’ I said maybe an hour later. 
‘That’s right,’ Mandy seconded. ‘The bed was here before me.’
‘Irene’s bed?’ Sternhall lifted an eyebrow in a way I found kind of writerly, 

like you’d have to be the kind of person who would practice it in front of a 
mirror.

I nodded and said that bed was here even before me, too. ‘Great bed. It’s 
. . . Irene was a nurse. Is a nurse. So she knows how important it is, a good 
night’s sleep.’

‘That means the only item of substance left in this house,’ Sternhall said 
quietly, looking at the big bed. ‘And do you both . . . ?’

‘We do.’
Mandy answered first, because she immediately saw where Sternhall 

was going. ‘Oh,’ I said later. ‘We do. It’s really comfortable.’ Like I said before, 
this is not going to be that kind of article, full of stimulating descriptions. 
I don’t care what my editor recommends. As far as I’m concerned, where I 
fuck Mandy is my business, plus both this piece and The Promise are going to 
honor Irene the right way. Later I took Sternhall aside and said, ‘Look, about 
the bed. Things weren’t really that active, between Irene and me. She was 
always too tired. Nurses get like that,’ I explained. ‘You get sick of the human 
body.’ It shows how strong our relationship was that we stayed together 
despite that lack of intimacy. 

As we solidified the outline of Sternhall’s project, The Promise, we had to 
go over what happened that day: the heavy suitcase, the nurse’s retreat, the 
drive to Bridgeport, and the hotel. 

‘You mention that Irene’s behavior seemed off,’ Sternhall said. ‘As you 
were driving to the hotel she was . . . stroking you.’

‘I don’t want it to be that type of book.’
‘Fine. But you would describe her behavior as irregular? Highly irregular?’
I nodded. ‘Keep this off the record. But she swallowed.’ Mandy was in 

the basement on the exercise bike, but even if she was listening, I think she 
would have been okay with me admitting this. ‘Irene never did that before.’ 

‘Are you willing to discuss this further?’
I took a sip of coffee. Sternhall had this kind of writerly glint in her eye 

. . . but how can you practice and contrive a glint? I don’t know, I don’t want 
to call it flirting, not officially, but without warning Mandy came upstairs 
in her exercise leotard and we both seemed to realize we couldn’t continue 
the line of questioning with Mandy present. Sternhall, kind of fumbling 
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with her notebooks and looking for something else to talk about, was more 
uncomfortable than me, maybe because of how good Mandy always looks in 
the leotard, and how the topic we were just discussing is Mandy’s domain, 
standing there dewy and glistening, asking if anyone else wanted a beer? 

‘Thanks, honey,’ I said. ‘I definitely would . . . ’ But then I looked at 
Sternhall and could tell she wasn’t a beer drinker. Our cheap beers wouldn’t 
be good enough for the likes of her, but she would probably drink one just 
to be polite. ‘I definitely would love to have one later,’ I amended, ‘but right 
now I’m good.’ 

Sternhall found something else on the timeline she needed to ask about. 
‘The ocean,’ she said. ‘Tell me more about that.’

‘It’s big and wet!’ Mandy joked, still standing in the center of the room. 
After she completes a workout she enjoys the attention. Especially when 
she’s wearing that exercise leotard. If I’ve got friends over she’ll often walk 
around in the leotard making small talk or handing out beers. I don’t mind, 
because Mandy works hard and deserves to show off the spoils. 

‘Let me clarify,’ Sternhall said. ‘You parked at the overview near Bridgeport 
and spent an uncertain amount of time looking at the sea.’

‘Not even five minutes,’ I said, waiting for her to move on to something 
that mattered. 

‘But I think you give this incident a kind of . . . gravitas. What were you 
thinking about as you looked at the ocean with Irene by your side?’

I shrugged. ‘I don’t remember.’
‘Did Irene say anything? During those five minutes?’
‘Not that I recall.’
‘So, just to be sure I am chronicling this event fairly. You park the car 

on the shoulder. You both emerge from the car and stand by the guiderail. 
Five minutes pass. Then you return to the car and drive away. No words were 
exchanged.’

I don’t know why the crime writer was so interested in this part, but 
Mandy saved us from the tedium. ‘Have you ever been to Bridgeport, Miss 
Sternhall?’

‘Mrs. Yes, I have.’ She chuckled seriously. ‘In my profession as a crime 
writer, you spent quite a lot of time in places like Bridgeport.’

‘Mine too,’ Mandy offered. 
‘Yes, I have this in my notes. Here it is. You were a dancer there for . . . ?’
Mandy shrugged and said ever since she turned eighteen. In her line of 

work you’re trained to answer vaguely like that so it’s difficult to pinpoint 
your real age. 

‘And you’re the individual referenced earlier, the “other lady”—’
‘Yes,’ I cut in, ‘we used to see each other. I mentioned her before. I never 

tried to hide our relationship. I had girlfriends before I met Irene, though 
some find that fact appalling.’

‘Try not to pay attention to what they say on the Internet,’ Sternhall 
counseled. ‘I learned that fact the hard way, after my first book came out.’
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‘Did they ever say you used your dead wife’s blood as lubricant to fuck 
your stripper girlfriend?’ 

Sternhall was brilliantly composed, taking a slow sip of coffee and 
placing the mug down slowly, and I already felt bad for my outburst. I said, 
‘Did they accuse you of chopping up . . .’ despite how bad I felt, the anger 
was making my voice shudder, and then my hands and arms were doing 
something they’ve never done before, and I couldn’t say anything, and Ray 
Mandy went back into the basement. A few minutes later I heard the whir of 
the exercise bike. 

‘The Internet can be unsparing,’ Sternhall said eventually. 
‘I’m sorry.’
‘Don’t be. Your reaction is normal, understandable. Some say that you 

fabricated the “large suitcase,” being the only item missing from your wife’s 
closet. A large, heavy suitcase, but her trip was only for a few days. And she 
did not bring many clothes with her. The Internet, being the Internet . . . well, 
of course their first assumption is that you needed that suitcase to transport 
her remains.’

The suitcase is hard for me to talk about, but I won’t hide from it. ‘I stand 
by my story.’

‘If we could just extend a plausible theory. You don’t have any idea what 
might have been inside?’

‘No. It was really heavy. Like I said.’
‘The porters at the hotel . . .’
‘Irene carried it up herself.’
The suitcase, like Irene, has never been found, so of course I’m prepared 

to talk about it, I don’t begrudge Sternhall these questions, but I don’t know 
what else I can say. It was dark blue with white stitching, SAMSONITE, 
though the SAMSONITE people have threatened legal redress if I keep 
mentioning it’s SAMSONITE, those fuckers say it damages their brand each 
time I say SAMSONITE and since there is no proof the SAMSONITE suitcase 
accompanied Irene I can no longer claim it was SAMSONITE.

‘What do you think of Ramone?’ Sternhall changed the subject. ‘Do you 
think he . . . ?’

‘We’ll know who Ramone really is when we find Irene.’
‘The other nurses say that there was a hotel clerk who assisted your party 

that afternoon. Five of those nurses claim his nametag said Richard.’
‘They said that after the hotel’s report,’ I reminded her. ‘They said that 

after the hotel denied any Ramones among their ranks. At first, the nurses all 
said his name was Ramone. They changed their stories.’

‘Why?’
‘Why else? They don’t want to be in the same camp as me. They want to 

distance themselves from me. Just like everyone else.’ I paused, wishing the 
coffee was beer. ‘Except Mandy.’

You can hear her down there, the whirring bike. She joined the search 
committee to help find Irene and stayed by my side when everyone else 
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broke off, dwindled to other causes, started to believe what they were saying 
online about us. It doesn’t matter what search engine you use, that stuff is 
all that comes up about her. That thing when she was fifteen, the history 
teacher who got arrested and fired. The pen-pal thing with the death-row 
inmates. The thing about her being a gore whore, a fiend I pay with vials of 
Irene’s blood. Poison bubbles up when you search her name. Someone wrote 
a paranormal romance about me, Mandy, and Irene’s ghost, where the ghost 
is always begging us to leave her house, the house her father built, but we 
just laugh and fuck each other constantly while books and picture frames are 
flying off the shelves. This is the mild stuff, the stuff that doesn’t even bother 
me anymore. I try hard to block out the rest of it. 

Every year at this time I’m back at the hotel, sitting all day in the lobby. 
I guess you’ll read more about this in The Promise. The head clerk tells any 
new clerks who I am so they can ignore me. One day we’ll find out what really 
happened to her. Until then I’ll be keeping my promise. The truth will surface 
eventually. None of us would get up in the morning unless we had that one 
thing we believe will someday happen. When that day comes, I wonder if the 
sun will go dark—it’s the best tribute I can think of right now—but mostly I 
wonder if the Internet will still be there, and if you’ll take responsibility for 
everything you said.


